Course Description

Course Duration
The duration is 2 days.

Course Type
This is an instructor led course. Approximately 50% of the time is used for hands-on labs and exercises.

Course Goal
The course goal is to teach students the operator functions in Process Portal A, and how to navigate the system.

Student Profile
Those who need to learn the operator functions in Process Portal A

Prerequisites and Recommendations
Basic knowledge in Microsoft Windows™.

Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
• Explain the relationship between a process and the controller
• Read and interpret process information from different displays in Process Portal A
• Control Process Objects from Process Portal A

Main Topics
• How to navigate in the Process Portal A
• The User Interface in Process Portal A
• Object control via Faceplates (supervision and handling of Valves, PID controllers, Motors etc.)
• Event and Alarm handling
• History and Trending.